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Indian Semiconductor &

ESDM Ecosystem: Scaling up for
$400B Make in India Opportunity
The growth trajectory of India’s ESDM market
looks very promising; however, even today most
of the demand is being met through imports.
The estimates thus far show the demand for
electronics will increase to US$400 billion by
2020, while the production will grow to around
US$100 billion by the same year. This implies
we will end up with an electronics import bill
exceeding the oil import costs, which could
result in a major balance of payments crisis.
Therefore, the goal before us is clear; we need
to scale up indigenous production on a war
footing. Reaching US$400 billion in market size
by 2020 is the true potential of India’s ESDM
industry.
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Message from the Chairman & President
The eleventh edition of Vision Summit unfolded at The Leela Palace, Bengaluru, on the 3rd and 4th of February 2016, and by every account, it was an unmitigated
success. The Leela Palace, with its vast conference halls and fine cuisine, is turning out to be one of our favourite venues. The attendance this year, both in terms of
delegates and exhibitors surpassed those of previous years proving that the Vision Summit is an important event for all the stakeholders in the ESDM sector.
This year’s summit was marked by the presence of several global and local leaders; including a magnificent line-up of speakers from India and abroad who enthralled
and inspired everyone our delegates. Policy makers, industry titans, visionary educators rubbed shoulders with young innovators and entrepreneurs, some of them just
barely out of their teens! The VS 2016 Expo was the biggest thus far, presenting a wide array of stalls, with products that ranged from a glove that could detect epileptic
seizures to devices that could diagnose engine trouble in a motorcycle. It was our great pleasure that we could involve Gurudev Sri Sri Ravishankar to provide all our
attendees with a bit of meditation and stress relief.
VS 2016 also saw several firsts, which included parallel tracks of panel discussions and two boot camps, one on SIP-EIT-II scheme and the second one on patent filing
procedure & strategies. The panel sessions covered a wide spectrum of topics from IoT in the automotive industry to secure designs for global market access and from
democratizing technology to the role of women in the ESDM sector. The keynote speakers and the panellists represented the length and breadth of the ESDM industry
as well as its allied sectors. The Q&A sessions were extremely lively with the delegates getting their doubts clarified on a variety of subjects.
The global industry seemed optimistic about India’s new policy changes and the huge market she represents for electronic components. We were thrilled by the fact
that IESA was referenced by several eminent speakers and is being acknowledged as an effective liaison between the government, industry and academia. We are
confident that several fruitful partnerships ensued from the tremendous networking opportunities this conference provided, and every participant went home with many
valuable inputs.
We bring you a well-rounded synopsis of all the events that took place over the action packed two days and we are positive that Vision Summit 2017 will see
unprecedented participation from everyone who is involved with the ESDM industry.
MN Vidyashankar
President, IESA
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Vinay Shenoy
Chairman, IESA
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Indian Semiconductor & ESDM Ecosystem:
Scaling up for $400B Make in India Opportunity

Day 1
Theme Address: Nicholas Brathwaite, Founding Partner, Riverwood Capital
I believe that within the next 10 to 15 years, we will see several hardware
companies emerge out of India to become key players globally. We are in the
early stages of a hardware revolution, and there have never been as many
opportunities as we have today. Cloud optimized systems, intelligent vehicles,
advanced sensing technologies, leveraging technologies in agriculture to increase
yields, low cost point of medical devices, leveraging miniaturization, low-power
devices, automated homes and offices are helping to drive this revolution. With
the engineering talent and the innovative talents of young entrepreneurs, the
spectrum of the local market dynamics, the talent and capabilities of the Indian
diaspora, the ‘Make in India’ vision should have a global perspective.

Ashok Dhawan, Managing Director & Vice President, Flex
Gone are the days when devices functioned stand alone. Today, smart devices
that can communicate with each other are taking the world by storm. The growth
of IoT can be attributed to an increased number of sensors embedded in the
many devices we use every day. These devices will cease working in silos and
increasingly work in concert. Eventually, IoT will bring 50 billion devices and $7
trillion to the market, which is great news for India’s ESDM sector. IoT is also
the crux of India’s ambitious 100 smart cities program; however, for all of this
to happen, the domestic electronics ecosystem consisting of global and local
technology companies, entrepreneurs and innovators must collaborate to develop
intelligent electronic devices.

Guest of Honour: RK Misra, Founder Director, Center for Smart Cities
From the perspective of public policy, the ESDM sector is one of the key priorities
of the government. Unfortunately, the various electronic policies, hardware
parks, SEZs, etc., have not really done the job which the government wanted to
achieve. Initially, the thought was that smart cities were simply Wi-Fi enabled by
hanging routers from the trees. But, now we are realizing that India’s cities are
economic growth engines and unless they are improved and made liveable, they
cannot be called smart. The government has realized that it is capital investment
in infrastructure that will grow the industry, and growth has no meaning if we
are unable to create jobs. The electronics industry can create millions of jobs for
people who don’t have a college degree.
FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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Prabhir K Das, Jurisdictional Director, STPI
‘Make in India’ has evolved as the most encouraging push for the Indian ESDM
ecosystem. However, we need another Swadeshi movement when we are
heading for indigenous production of $400 billion. We would have faced a similar
situation in the software and services sector had we only aimed to meet the
country’s software and services’ needs. But the country focussed on the global
market and as a result, foreign products didn’t penetrate much into the country
and failed to cripple the Indian economy. Unless we establish our products in
the export markets, we cannot stop imports only by increasing our production.
Therefore, the need of the hour is a policy that pampers the ESDM sector, luring
the resources and talent of the country to take up export quality electronics
products. Meeting the country’s electronic needs should only be a corollary to it.
I am sure the experts here will come up with a framework to make this happen,
and I congratulate IESA for keeping their vision undiminished for more than a
decade.

Chief Guest: Dr. Ajay Kumar, Additional Secretary, DeitY, Govt. of India
You can feel the pulse of change in the country when you look at how we tried
to recreate the electronic industry from zilch to now the Digital India program,
which encompasses within it electronics manufacturing. Last year alone, we
added 100 million internet connections, more than any other country. E-commerce
has been growing at a frantic pace, not only in urban but also in rural areas.
Today, it is possible to start an Indian company and grow it so fast that it can
be competitive in the global market. We have already created cradle-to-grave
biometric identity for 950 million people. According to our Prime Minister, Shri
Narendra Modi, Digital India is an enterprise for India’s transformation on a scale
that is unmatched in human history.

Keynote Address : Dr. Mark Re, Global CTO, Seagate Technology
Topic: The Right Storage for Digital India

Data is being generated at unprecedented rates, and the value of data is high. The
opportunities lie in determining where and how to store it. Companies using big
data are more likely to have top-quartile financial performance. Big data analytics
is an extremely important vehicle for analysing trends like healthcare, genomics,
weather trends, etc. The huge gap between the storage capacity at present and
the capacity required necessitates we be smart on how we store and use data.
By 2020, the predominant storage capability will dramatically shift to the cloud.
Therefore, the concept of an umbrella organization like Digital India becomes
very exciting, which will cover all the various transactions that are taking place.

FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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Keynote Address : Dr. BVR Mohan Reddy, CMD, Cyient
Topic: Ecosystem for Vibrant ESDM Industry

The demand for electronics hardware in India is projected to increase to $400
billion by 2020, but the estimated domestic production will rise to only $104
billion, thus creating a gap of $296 billion. Industry estimates suggest an
approximate 8% cost disadvantage to manufacturing in India depending on
product category. Lack of enabling infrastructure leads to high inward freight and
conversion costs. Imports are incentivized versus domestic manufacturing. The
ease of doing business is relatively low. We need to simplify existing regulations
and fast track implementation to drive faster turn-around times. India has a
geographical advantage and could be a significant manufacturing hub for CMCA.
Technology is creating disruption at an exponential speed, and it is crucial to
keep innovating and reinventing oneself to be relevant to the current and future
market. Leveraging cutting edge technologies, innovative solutions by start-ups
and strong government initiatives are the three catalysts which will help us
achieve these goals.

Keynote Address: Dr. Mike Hennell, Founder, LDRA
Topic: Safe and Secure Designs for Global Markets Access –
A perspective to Make in India

The technology trends in the embedded systems market include a steady
growth of devices connected to IP networks, miniaturisation of silicon chips,
decreasing prices, wearable wireless sensors as well as in-body sensors. Buyer
trends include increasing demand for consumer electronics, particularly in
the developing markets, and migration of security risks due to high degree of
connectivity essential for market growth. Regulatory trends include increasing
regulatory initiatives due to security and safety concerns, security worries for
the government due to unknown pedigree in the global supply chain, global and
country specific guidelines and global standards committee. The trouble with
certification is that there are many levels to it, and there are a huge variety of
regulatory standards. These days, security and safety are coming together. If
India is planning to go into global markets, you have to be aware of certifications.
Most of the developed countries have internal standards, which the products
must satisfy.

Track 1: Panel Discussion
Automotive Industry – A Positive Tomorrow Chair: Chetan Maini, Entrepreneur and
Founder & Advisor, Mahindra Reva Electric Vehicle
The three things that are going to drive the next 10 years in the automotive
industry are electric, autonomous and connected. For the first time in decades,
we are seeing different things come together. Governments are coming together
driven by energy, security and regulatory challenges they are facing. Consumers
today are making decisions to switch to electric; there is also a big shift in
technology which is driven by what the consumer industry has done. A lot of
OEMs are spending lots of money in energy mobility, including plug and hybrid
electric vehicles and pure electric vehicles. Charging infrastructure has changed
dramatically with a lot of charging stations coming up. We are adding a car to the
smart phone scenario and that augur a dramatic change in capabilities.

FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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K Srinivasan, Founder, Allgo Systems
Essentially, there are 4 different themes in connected cars, the first of which
is entertainment. Android auto provides the ability to access Google from the
car, also on-demand apps are very relevant to the passenger. In the future, cars
will come with embedded 4G connectivity. MirrorLink represents a consortium
of internet and automotive industry where they are trying to come up with a
standard base solution rather than proprietary ones. These also pose a challenge
in terms of security, driver distraction, etc. We must have design capabilities for
local specific features, this is essential for us to succeed.

Ashok Chandak, Sr. Director, Global Sales and Marketing, NXP Semiconductors
South Asia-Pacific
Connected mobility enables communication between cars, people and
infrastructure inside the car. As more and more interfaces are available inside
the car, the vulnerability also increases because anybody can hack the car that is
why secure access is very critical. The other important thing talked about today
is vehicle to vehicle communication and vehicle to infrastructure communication.
Any subsystem we build into the car needs a substantial thought from the security
aspect. Designing in India is the foremost element for the ‘Make in India’ concept.
More than 90% of the innovation in automotive today is driven by electronics,
which gives an incredible opportunity to innovators like you.

Amit Jain, Country Head, India and Associate Director South East Asia Customer
Group, Visteon
There is a huge increase in cockpit electronics and ADAS, which are the fastest
growing segments. India is still at 50% of automotive electronics compared to the
west. Over a 100 million lines of code go into a modern car today. End consumers
want a seamless interface for their smartphones both outside and inside of the
car. Every new feature or upgrade becomes irrelevant within 2 years of launch,
so instead of designing automotive electronics in a car, we need to design to
adapt automotive electronics into a car during the lifecycle of a car. This could be
for five years that it is going to be sold into the market and must also allow for
upgradation. To do this, there is a need for open source and internet connectivity
so that software can be updated over the year. For all this to happen, we need to
develop a host of relevant ecosystems.

FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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Ganesh Nambi, Asia Pacific SW Chief Engineer/ Director, Delphi
Based on NHTSA research, most crashes are the result of driver inattention. The
driver is a key component in the vehicle safety system. In the next 10 years,
we would be seeing about 50% more vehicles on the road. We need to focus
on stricter fuel economy and automated driving. This involves a lot of sensors,
algorithms, niche IPs and a lot of small players. India is going to be the 3rd largest
in the passenger car segment. Vehicle safety continues to be an area of focus
for OEMs, regulators and consumers. We will be making small cars in India, not
only for the domestic market but also for export. The automotive industry is very
cost sensitive, so it’s not enough to have ideas; we must also decide whether the
components we bring in will factor in the cost effectiveness.

Keynote Address: Samir Patel, CEO, Sankalp Semiconductors
Title: Democratizing Technology : India’s Gateway to Development
Right now, India is at a very important point where we can transform the world
from an information age to intelligence or knowledge age. Information and
industrial products are being merged and in the next transformation, we will
add intelligence to the gadget. Between now and 2018, we’ll see the number of
smartphones, tablets and other connected devices skyrocket. A whole plethora
of competitive nodes offered by multiple foundries is available now. We must
learn to break boundaries and think beyond compartments of whether software,
hardware, design or manufacturing is more important. Design and manufacturing
are intertwined and that is where design-led manufacturing comes in. When we
come to the semiconductor industry, pressure is mounting to build products faster
at a lesser cost. By 2017, 70% of the new chip designs developed worldwide will
use India-based chip engineers.

Panel Discussion
Propelling the “Make in India” engine: Manufacturing, Skilling and Entrepreneurship.
Chair: Srinivas Satya, President and Managing Director, Applied Materials India
The ‘’Make in India’ initiative kicked off about a year and a half back had quite
a bit of initial success, both here as well as globally. Despite this, we have been
unable to carry the momentum forward, and the results have not been quite what
the industry experts would have liked. We have 3 key enablers we need to see
this get accelerated, which are high-value manufacturing, skilled work force and
entrepreneurship in the hardware sector. We certainly have the foundation for
these three. The key stakeholders; the government, the industry and the academia
are all working together to some extent to push the engine forward.

FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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Sh. Jayesh Ranjan, IAS, Secretary to Government, Information Technology,
Electronics & Communications Department, Govt. of Telangana
The real action regarding ‘Make In India’, ‘Digital India’, etc., takes place in the
states. In Telangana, the electronics manufacturing is focused around Hyderabad.
The clusters are more than 1000 acres and very close to the airport. This means
your executives and employees can live in the city. Also, Telengana is the only
state which has done away with prior permissions and approvals. In the last
year alone, close to 1000 approvals have been given in the entire range of
manufacturing sector. We have created an academy called Telengana Academy
For Skills And Knowledge, TASK, which empanels engineering colleges and
brings them up to date with the emerging technology as an add on curriculum.

Sh. Pradeep K Jena, IAS, Principal Secretary, Electronics & IT Department,
Govt. of Odisha
As a state, Odisha controls one third of the country’s mineral resources, so
until now all our efforts were on metallurgic and mineral based industries. For
the electronics industry, we have to create an ecosystem which would require
policy legislation and then creating the appropriate institutes to implement those
legislations. We have an Industries Facilitation Act where strong accountabilities
are fixed and if commitments are not completed within the specified period,
deemed approvals are available. Creating a skilled talent pool has been on our
radar, and we have finishing schools for our graduates. We have a skills mission
in which electronics and semiconductor is a major thrust area. We have a lot of
incentives for start-ups, including an additional 25% capital investment subsidy,
VAT exemption, etc., in addition to MSIPs.

Dr. Jayasankar Prasad C, CEO, Kerala Startup Mission
Keltron was once a well-known name in the electronic circles; but after the
mid-80s, software gained prominence, and electronics took a backseat. To turn
our focus back on electronics, we have set up a few electronics manufacturing
clusters under our EMC scheme. The response mostly has been lukewarm and we
want to probe what is lacking. We have been ramping up our infrastructure and
also are good on the skills front. In 2012, the government started focusing strongly
on innovation and entrepreneurship, and a lot of youngsters came up with ideas
prompting the government to come up with a Student Entrepreneurship Policy and
followed it up with a State Technology Policy. We are creating a multi-sectoral
incubator under one umbrella, which should lead to cross pollination and in about
a year and a half, we should get our incubator in Kochi running successfully.

FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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Keynote Address :
Dr. Srinivas Mandavilli, Country Head, Imagination Technologies
Topic: IP Platforms - Enabling the next wave of innovation in silicon
Making technology easy to use is essential for speed of adoption. We have
voice platforms, which will become important as some IoT platforms will move
to voice- based applications. We work very closely with customers so that they
can bring in their IP, their algorithms to integrate into the platform. Concepts to
volume products are the key to success. We have a range of IP blocks, which can
be scaled into customizable IP platforms and then transformed into differentiated
customer SoCs. The world is scaling up in terms of the number of apps, so there is
a need to have multiple secure domains in a framework. We are at a stage where
the cost of doing associative platforms is becoming exorbitant. The platform
approach provides a unique way to get products out quickly without spending too
much time or money on it.

Graham Budd, COO, ARM
The smartphone innovation led to the first wave of democratization of innovation
in the software and app space enabling entrepreneurs to innovate solving global
problems. We are looking at a lot more communication between wearable
devices and mobiles. There will be a lot more context awareness, of physical
surroundings, of what you are doing, linking diff applications to make life easier.
Automotive is a great example of where multiple technologies are coming
together for the revolutionization of an industry. This is where the IoT boundaries
get blurred because a lot of automotive innovation is dependent on IoT. IoT is
driving the second wave of democratization of innovation. When we look at India,
over 2000 chips are already designed in India. We are partnering with IEEE to
introduce a new efficient embedded design course in the Indian universities.

Celebrating Excellence in ESDM @ aim to recognize role models for innovation and excellence in the electronics and
semiconductor ecosystem. The Awards will honor India’s best individual contributors and organizations that drive the industry
forward; and provide them with a platform to showcase their achievements and product successes.
FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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IESA Technovation Awards
Dr. M K Panduranga Setty, Chairman of Rashtreeya Shikshna Samithi Trust
Winner, TechnoVisionary Award
We are celebrating our platinum jubilee year in the year 2016, and it is very
fortunate our institution has been awarded the same year. Brain drain has been
happening for many years, and I am happy that RV institutions have been able to
contain this to a large extent by creating entrepreneurs. Our trustees met with
one of our alumni who wanted to come back to India, thus RV-VLSI was started
about 10 years ago. Our alumni are spread all over world, and most of them are
creating employment. We have been able to build an army of young people, of
qualified professionals to encourage young students. My 35 years with the RSS
trust has been a journey of learning as well as educating.

Dr. Ajay Kumar IAS, Joint Secretary, DeitY
Winner, Sarabhai Lifetime Achievement Award
When we started this initiative in 2011 to recreate the electronics industry, our
team was very small with just one director. It’s their hardwork that is responsible
for this award. The industry more than made up for the lack of manpower in our
dept. I wud particularly like to acknowledge IESA in the semiconductor wafer fab
formulation for getting the fab up. Iesa has also supported us in formulating the
fabless chip design policy. The work has just started, and we should continue our
combined efforts.

Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
No government can provide employment for all their youth. All of us have an
ability to innovate; all it needs is a push from within. Technology can and must
be used everywhere, like agriculture and medicine. The benefit of technology can
be used by all sectors. Right now if we have to start an industry or a college, we
have to apply to multiple departments, which acts as a bottleneck. Hence, the
government’s initiative to have a one-window policy is very welcome. Educational
reforms are essential because if we have to do skill development for educated
people, then there is a loophole somewhere. For innovation to happen, the
mind must be calm for which meditation plays a huge role. Just 20 minutes of
meditation is known to change the structure of the brain, increasing the grey
matter and resulting in more awareness and intuitiveness.

FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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Track 2: Electropreneur Park Roadshow
Mahadesha V, Addl. Director, STPI
Due to the increasing consumer appetite, our electronics import is also increasing
at a rapid pace. With our design talent and being known as the start-up capital of
India, we are at the right stage to start from the perspective of how government
can enable this kind of ecosystem to progress well. STPI is an autonomous body
set up in 1991 with the objective of developing and exporting software and
software services including info technology-enabled services from India under
the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY). To help this
objective, the government of India introduced the STP (Software Technology Park)
and EHTP (Electronics Hardware Technology Park) schemes. STPI acts as a single
window clearance for the IT industry for development of software and its export.
The objectives also include high-speed data communication services, including
value-added services to IT/ITES related industries and to promote MSMEs by
creating a conducive environment for entrepreneurship in the field of IT/ITES. So
far, we’ve supported more than 400 companies pan India with a 90% success
rate.

EP Project Overview and Role of IESA as Implementation Partner –
Rajiv Jain, Vice-President – Govt. Affairs, IESA
The focus of the Electropreneur Park (EP) project is to develop indigenous IP and
reduce the import dependence in this sector. ESDM products are used across
many sectors and thus represent an industry with the largest growth potential.
Today, two-thirds of the requirements are met through imports, and only one-third
are indigenously manufactured. The sorry state is that within that one-third, value
addition is only 10%. We have no worthwhile domestic industry despite having a
large talent pool and a large domestic market. ESDM manufacturing can become
10% of the GDP, currently it is less than 4%. The EP is designed to become a world
class ESDM incubator. The objectives would be to 50 start-ups in ESDM to benefit
over a period of 5 years with emphasis on IP creation and product development
to result in increased value addition. Unique integration of academia, industry,
government, and other incubation ecosystem elements. The park will also assist
in legal documentation, IP registration, and other support services.

Mentoring at EP : Pradeep Gupta, CMD, CyberMedia India Ltd Electropreneur Park :
Status, Infrastructure, Activities & Call for applications
There are about 200 incubators in India now, so what really differentiates the one
in Bangalore? One difference is that we have a state-of-the-art electronics lab in
which the investment is about 4 crores. The mentors that we have are industry
leaders. We have strategic mentors who are key leaders from various industrial
domains, master mentors who are established entrepreneurs, leading angel
investors, business leaders, functional domain mentors who are industry gurus
across various management functions such as financial control marketing, PR, HR
and, international mentors to enhance global competitiveness. Every company
that comes in will get an anchor mentor who is usually the CEO of a company.
Our objective is to get you funded as fast as possible and exit the EP as fast as
possible.

FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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Sanjeev Chopra , CEO, EP
The physical infrastructure provided at the EP is a state-of-the-art lab for
development work, office infrastructure which is a 70-seater incubational centre,
high-speed internet, conference and meeting rooms where you can call customers
and vendors, training room available round the clock, access to shared services like
equipment lab with general tools like the multi-meter, advanced equipment like
spectrum analyser, signal generators, simulation tools like MET labs , wellness
areas. There will be a unique integration of academia, industry, government, and
other incubation ecosystem elements. We are looking to providing training and
development of incubatees to create entrepreneurs. Our mentor pool will include
30 industry veterans, including academia; and an additional 10 institutions will be
a part of the ecosystem through the Techno-Innovation Club (TIC).

FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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Day 2: February 4, 2016 Theme: Making the India ESDM opportunity a reality
Address by Dr. Anup Pujari, Secy, MSME, Govt. of India
After the MSME act came into being, the ease of doing business in India has
increased multi-fold. The only thing you need to inform the government about is
your Udyog Aadhar number and your bank details. An entrepreneur is one who
spots an opportunity and takes advantage of it. In commercial terms, it can be
a new product or a new market or a mixt of the two. The society wants ethical
entrepreneurs. It’s very difficult to define what is ethical entrepreneurship but not
doing due diligence is one of them. We need a strong commitment to quality. The
department of industrial promotion has announced a new policy of Technology
Acquisition And Development Fund (TADF) which is exclusively for MSMEs to
acquire new technologies.

Guest of Honor:
Address by Sh. Krishna Byre Gowda, Minister for Agriculture, Govt. of Karnataka
Bengaluru and Karnataka have been the flag-bearers in the ESDM sector.
Karnataka has its own start-up policy, along with many other policies to help the
electronics sector. In the agriculture sector, we have around 156 markets spread
across Karnataka. On any given day, commodities are traded at significantly
different rates in these markets. So the price advantages vary based on the
market. A trader is aware of these differences and harnesses the benefits for
himself without passing it on to the farmer. Using technology to unify the markets
gives the benefit to the farmer who is able to sell his produce to a trader in
another corner of Karnataka at a higher price. Two years ago, we implemented
the Soil Health Mission to monitor soil health. We issue soil health cards to all
farmers. We are extremely happy to work with IESA to maintain Karnataka’s top
position in ESDM, and we want to be a big part of the $400 billion market.

Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman, Hon’ble Minister of State (Independent Charge)
for Commerce & Industry, Govt. of India
The lack of balance between demand and supply of electronics in India makes
electronics the third highest import. We are importing almost 80% of our
requirements. The quantum of exports estimated for 2017 is going to be about
$30 billion. There are only 3500 electronics manufacturing units, which are hardly
sufficient to meet the 400 billion dollar market. The prime minister has set a net
zero import target for electronics, which we are sure we will achieve in the future.
The National Electronics Policy is looking at $100 billion investment in this sector,
which also aims to create 28 million jobs. The National Manufacturing Policy
puts the contribution of manufacturing to GDP at 12%. We are up against very
well established ecosystems already prevalent in China, cost effective systems in
Vietnam, Taiwan and Indonesia. Bengaluru has given India a brand value, which
is based on merit and quality. I assure you that the ease of doing business will be
extended to all sectors, not just MSMEs.

FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY
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Women transforming ESDM industry

Chair: Dr. P. Kiranmai Pendyala, Corporate VP, HR, Greater Asia & EMEA, AMD
The intent of this session is to talk about how we can inspire more women out
there to enter the workforce. Can we create an ecosystem within our organizations
and societies so that we encourage and inspire women to continue to play along
with us? The world economic forum ranked India at 105 out of 135 countries in
the gender gap. The International Labour Organization, ILO, ranks India 120 out of
131 from a participation point. A research by Catalyst group, a pioneer in women
empowerment, shows significant gender disparity when it comes to pay. From
a business perspective, it makes sense to have a diversity quotient in terms of
women.

Pamela Kumar, VP, CCCI
The transformational moments are so many in my journey; the first one is when
I had my child. I started working again in a part-time model where I was going
to office for about 3 days a week. This was a very difficult period for me as my
identity changed from a top performer to someone in the median range. My
motivation came in the form of a talk I heard on the radio in which two black
women in very eminent positions talked about all the difficult times they had
overcome. Later on, when I was interviewing in Bengaluru, I realized that I had to
position myself. Unless I told people where I fit in, they wouldn’t put me where
I wanted to be. Women are naturally collaborative, good multi-taskers and can
think about the big goal.

Anita Biddappa, Director - Enterprise Systems Development, IBM
When I did my engineering in one of the Bengaluru colleges in Electronics and
Telecommunication, the ratio of girls to boys was 60:40. Since then, it has dropped
mainly due to the IT boom, and there is a notion that computers are easier than
electronics. Those of us in the industry have a significant role to play as leaders
to bring the young people once again into this sector. I’ve never thought of myself
needing special status to grow in any organization that I’ve worked in. Role
models needn’t be leaders above us, it can be our peers, it can be a junior or even
a new hire. To grow in your career, it is very important to be informed about what
is going on in the business, no matter which team you belong to.

Rituparna Mandal, Founder and CEO, Immensa Semiconductors
I have been fortunate that neither the background I grew up in nor the places
where I worked made me feel I was any less just because I was a woman. If
you look at academics in school and college, you see women doing very well,
constantly getting top grades. That means we have a workforce that is hugely
talented, and it makes business sense to make use of this. When I decided to
become an entrepreneur, nobody questioned my ability to run a business. My
track record spoke for itself. It is very important for women to build confidence
and have a conviction because that makes a huge difference. One of the biggest
reasons we see less women entrepreneurs, is that they quit the workforce before
they can gain any useful experience and knowledge about the industry.
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Keynote Address:
Manuel Rei, Senior Director, Dassault Systems
Our goal is to use science and tech to help our customers to make better products
to make the world more sustainable. For us, high-tech means three types of
OEM segments, consumer electronics, security control and instrumentation, and
computing and communication equipment. This also means we have 3 types of
suppliers supplying those OEMs with supplies, semiconductor and technology
suppliers where most of the electronics design and manufacturing is done, and
contact manufacturing services. In semiconductors, we identify 4 different subsegments from IP providers to integrated device manufacturers, fabless and
fablite companies and foundries and fabs. High tech is revolutionizing every
aspect of our daily lives, from driverless cars to smart homes and healthcare. You
cannot produce good and valuable products if you don’t know what experience
you are going to provide the end user. Silicon thinking turns semiconductor
complexity into business profitability.

Panel Discussion:

High Performance Computing (HPC) - Expanding India’s ecosystem

Chair: Vishal Dhupar, MD, Nvidia India
The invention of semiconductors is right up there along with the wheel in terms
of importance. The direct impact of the semiconductor industry on the global GDP
is $300 billion dollars supporting 1.3 million high-value jobs. The indirect impact
is over 500 billion dollars supporting close to 6.5 million jobs. The jobs created
with the semiconductor industry gives a competitive edge. It helps in all sectors
of life including education, healthcare and agriculture. HPC is the crown jewel of
the semiconductor industry. HPC is all about parallel algorithms that can be split
into smaller portions, run on massive machines enabling faster searches.

Dr. Chiranjib Sur, Sr. Computational Scientist, Shell
In the 12th five-year plan, the Government of India has committed $2.5 billion
from 2012 to 2017 for supercomputers. We can now solve many applications,
which was not possible a decade back. In the oil and gas industry, to find the
availability of oil we do computer modelling using supercomputers. Another
example where supercomputing can be used in our daily lives is regulating traffic.
Bengaluru has really crazy traffic, and it’s very difficult to predict how long it will
take to travel from point A to point B. One question we must ask is whether we
have the engineering talent required to leverage that kind of data. We need to
remodel our education system to align it with our growth plan.

Dheemanth Nagaraj, Senior Principal Engineer, Intel Corporation
We are still 20x behind China, we need an energy efficiency of 15x and 20x
internode bandwidth meaning that every aspect of a supercomputer needs
improvement of several magnitudes. We must look at how to build these circuits
and make them energy efficient, how to change the architecture of the way data
moves. We have to figure out whether the standard paradigms of how we build
memory and storage work. The National Supercomputing Mission is a great
start, but there are still a lot of grounds-up opportunities that we should go
after. In India, we have problems of scale and speed, like for crop insurance and
modernizing the Indian railways. We have to come up with a win-win way to all
of these multidisciplinary problems.
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Daniel Becker, Portfolio Project Manager, Smart Embedded Systems Lab, Siemens
Research and Technology Center
HPC ecosystems are quite expensive, so the pertinent question we must ask
before we invest billions of dollars is that what is the purpose or need we are
going to address. We can build exascale computers or medium or small clusters
and connect them, but there has to be an idea of how the application is supposed
to work. We need to look at the economics and where we can earn money. The
one way you can earn money is with data analytics where you need to combine
massive information in a parallel way and transform this data into higher level
knowledge, like traffic simulation. Companies that build these machines can
catch data of all their devices and transform that into predictive maintenance.
There is a shift in parallel programming; it is in the chips and the systems. In
order to achieve this, you need the right infrastructure. We need to make this
accessible to students too so that they can start learning early.

Siddhartha Nandi, Director – R & D, NetApp
Some serious limitations from a compute aspect are due to disk systems because
it needs to move data at a fast rate. The processors have become faster because
they have gone through the loop, but we only talk about the capacity of the disk but
not their ability to move data faster. With the new disruptive storage capacities
coming in in the last 5 years, we are seeing a revolution. The flash has changed
the scenario completely. Now people are talking about regular applications
for data analytics rather than just big problems. Data intensive computation is
a new term for very large amount of data to be moved. Our HPC vision should
encompass what kind of application can be built with the large amount of data.
We must figure out how to create appropriate policy decisions from that data,
including socially powerful applications. I would like to see India looking at the
possibilities of quantum computing keeping in mind our cyber security issues.

Panel Discussion: Accelerating IP in IoT & ESDM
Chair: Ganapathy Subranamiam, Partner, Walden International
There is no doubt in my mind that India is scaling in IP development. The
number of investments in services today is very minimal. Venture capital in the
ESDM industry is very limited. To remedy this, IESA has worked hard with the
government, and we have a 10,000 crore policy announced, with two funds, the
EDF and India Aspirational Fund operational today. We expect nearly $3 to 4
billion to be available over the next 5 years for ESDM, some of it for fabless. A
company that has its own IP and makes a brand product has revenues that are
significantly larger than one which does contract manufacturing. We are hoping
we can create many multi-billion dollar companies in India in the ESDM sector
with proprietary IP.
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Johnson Tan, CEO, Granite River Labs
In our business, we focus on connectivity technologies, like interface technologies.
The way those technologies come about is that leading technology and systems
companies around the world come together to collaborate and contribute IP to
the greater good, and they develop a standard that everyone then deploys into
the market. For us, collaborating with these companies and contributing our IP
gave us access to a lot of customers, which exploded our growth. So part of our
business model is what IP do we want to contribute to grow the pie versus what
IP we want to keep close to the vest and make money and create competitive
barriers to entry. This is something that every company needs to think about with
regard to their IP portfolio. Without this rich IP ecosystem, it’s very hard to go
quickly to the market and get a good customer base. Customers also look for
partners with the complete feature set, and no company can develop all that on
their own and be profitable.

Surinder, Director, SCL
SCL was originally a public sector unit under the Department of Electronics, which
was then taken over by the Department of Space. It was a 1.2 micron, 6 inch fab at
that time, but seeing space and other strategic needs, we put in a new line that is
180 nm, 8 inch wafer system. We use the old 6 inch line for our MEMS products.
The fab goal is not only for space sector but also for other strategic uses. For
space, the needs are different and since we don’t get technology from outside,
we develop many standard blocks from this 8 inch system. The performance goals
are very huge with the systems supposed to work for almost 15 years without
failing. Keeping in mind, the unique requirements of our IP cores and IP blocks, we
normally decide what standard blocks to design, silicon verify them and use them
for our complex chips. These blocks are categorized as general blocks and those
required for specific space needs.

Ankit Mehta, Ideaforge
We had worked with a lot of technology in college, and we didn’t want that to
be wasted once we started to work for the industry. Luckily, our alma mater,
IIT Mumbai wanted data loggers for the micro drones they had. Once we were
successful in that, everybody was very enthused that we could probably go on
to make an autopilot to power these aircrafts. Along with this, we made a small
hovering platform, which won us the first place in a competition. Once we won the
competition, DRDO came to us for palm sized platforms to deliver intelligence to
various forces. This led us to develop the world’s smallest autopilot, which today
powers all the drones that the defence labs fly. We developed our IP by focusing
on what our customers value the most.

Tarun Mehta, Co-founder, Aether energy
Everybody loved the concept of electric vehicles, but hated all the products that
existed in the market. With our understanding of technology, we realized that it
doesn’t need a radical new design but just a better product. We are a product
company backed very strongly by solid technology. As a start-up, we were advised
time and again to focus only on one area, and master it before moving up the
value chain. But we realized that manufacturing is a very critical process, and
it is a very long cycle starting from IP generation, product design, marketing,
branding, sales, etc. The automotive field is very brutal, and we cannot compete
on logistics, distribution networks, supply chain, costs, etc. Our only leverage is
focussing on technology that other auto companies don’t focus on.
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Vivek Pawar, Executive Chairman, Sankalp Semiconductors
There are only 3 types of companies in the world, a product company who designs
the product, manufactures, and sells it; a services company who have either
strong IP or a business model; and a body shopping company who supply people
to companies. IP gives you a competitive advantage at the customer endpoint,
which addresses the major pain points like quality, cost, time to market and
performance. At Sankalp, we wanted to create a world class services company in
mixed signals. We started with analog layout and initially did only that without
bothering about design because that is what the customer wanted. After about
2-1/2 years, we did the first analog block, and it took us another 4 years to do
analog design. Retaining 20 people with analog design expertise during all that
time without any customers is also a form of IP.

Track 2 - Creating a strong Intellectual Property/ Patent Portfolio in ESDM sector
Panel Discussion - Importance and role of IP and Patents in the ESDM sector
A.R. Jayakumar, CEO, KITVEN
From the perspective of a venture capitalist, IP is very important when a new
company comes to us for funding. IP creates an entry barrier for the product in
the market and not having an IP is a financial risk. The customer also finds a lot of
comfort in a patented product. A patent can also be used to create a brand value.
Through KBITS, the Karnataka government gives a lot of incentives to the ESDM
companies registered with them. They reimburse up to INR 1 lakh in expenses
for patents registered in India and up to 5 lakhs if the patents are registered
internationally. If the start-up is tapping international markets, they reimburse
expenses, like travel, stalls in trade shows, etc. If the product is being exported,
a duty draw back up to 25 lakhs is given.

Senthil Kumar S, IP Head, ABB India
IP cannot be an isolated system because there are so many processes working
in the background to provide utility. There is a strong need for our systems
and products to become smart. The value addition for most of the connected
devices or systems is the features it offers, not only by itself but also by being
connected. Since every aspect of this has some IP, we have to create business
advantages and competitive advantages out of the IP. IP needn’t be only for an
entirely new product or process, it can be some new technology concept using
the existing standards. The designs of a product, the manufacturing process,
the method of quality maintenance, etc., are all patentable. For funding and
sustaining a business, we must identify exactly what is to be protected through
a patent. Before filing for a patent, it is wise to check some basic patent prior art
that already exists. Various tools are available to help search and provide this
information.

S.K.Murthy, Patent Counsel, Intel
A patent gives you the right to stop others from making, using, selling, offering
to sell and importing the patented invention. Once you have a patent, you can
stop anyone from entering into your domain or using your product without being
authorized. India needs a strong IP protection system to protect the start-ups and
entrepreneurs. Today, that paradigm is shifting to intangible assets from tangible
assets when it comes to the valuation of a company. Whether is a small start-up
or a big organization, it is imperative that we provide protection. Standards is a
very important aspect, and sometimes several players who could be competitors
come together to set a standard. They identify an issue and solve it by bringing
in their technologies to the table. These could be patented, which means if
these technologies are incorporated into the standard setting, then all the other
companies making products using these standards will have to use the patented
technology, which will increase the market for that technology and the patent
owner will collect sizeable royalties.
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Panel Discussion 2 - Commercialization Tools & Strategies for tech start-ups
Chair: Rakesh Mishra, Co-founder, Excubator
The Indian government has always been supportive in promoting invention
and entrepreneurship. When the government offers benefits in the form of IPR
subsidy, commercialization is an important aspect that the government looks into.
How does the government look at this aspect? In hardware, people sometimes
licence out their core IP for others to build solutions or they themselves will build
the complete stack solution. With democratization of technology and the ease of
creating new technology solutions, the IPs are getting smaller and fragmented.
In terms of setting standards for the industry, the technology community has
to come together. The uptake of R and D and IPs into the industry is not very
successful unless the researcher himself is an entrepreneur. The following panel
discussion will answer some of these pertinent questions.

Prof. Ashok Mishra, Chairman, Intellectual Ventures
When you create a patent, you are protecting some knowledge from which you
want to make money later. Your idea must have some chance at commercialization;
otherwise it is not worth patenting. In the US, about 50% of the patents are held by
universities, and only 50% by industry out of which about 5% are commercialized.
At Intellectual Ventures, we operate a fund called Invention Development Fund. In
this, we make a theme where we say this is the technology today and this will be
the technology we expect 5 to 10 years from now. We figure out the missing gaps,
and we challenge the inventors to fill those missing gaps. We evaluate their ideas
for two things; novelty and the ability for commercialization. It could be a very
good idea, but if it cannot be commercialized, we don’t want to spend money on
patenting it because it will not make money. Patent is idea on a paper, just looking
at it will not help you make the product.

Prakash Baskaran, Founder & CEO, Pawaa Software
We formed our company around the idea that we would build solutions for
securing content. We did a lot of fundamental research and built a lot of IP. If you
are in the start-up space, patents mean nothing very early on. As you grow and
demonstrate your unique value proposition, which is when IP becomes valuable.
If you don’t want a build a solution of your IP, you can find vendors who are
interested and you can get into licensing. To patent a one-off idea is quite tough;
therefore, we had a core patent, and then we built multiple patents around it
creating a portfolio of patents. This made it difficult to copy it too. Research alone
is not going to be enough; you have to have a hunger for commercialization. You
have to be aggressive to be able to take it to the market and monetize it.

Dr. A K Garg, Director, DeitY, Govt. of India
The gap between filing and granting of a patent can be 3 to 5 years abroad
and more in India. So as an entrepreneur or start-up, you are taking a huge risk
while filing a patent. The Patent Support Scheme by DietY takes care of the
international risk. Most of the schemes in India is post grant, this is the first
one in which the government supports the inventor in his process of his filing.
So we are taking the risk along with the entrepreneur, which is a huge mind-set
change for the government. If one looks at the start-up ecosystem in India, it’s all
around business incubation. Technology start-ups are a very small number. This
is because the ecosystem that exists doesn’t permit start-ups with long gestation
periods. Technology start-ups break even in about 8 to 10 years. Everyone talks
about IP from the perspective of obtaining or protecting it, but another equally
important aspect is acquiring a licence of a prior IP. This can prove to be a faster
route to commercialization and will help a tech start-up break even quicker.
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Patent Filing Procedure & Strategies
Rakesh Prabhu, Patent Agent, ALMT
A patent happens to be just one of the intellectual property rights for the purpose
of commercialization. There are also copyrights, trademarks, designs, etc., which
together forms a component of the IP portfolio. The patent document is a technolegal document involving procedures for filing at various steps and stages. This is
a very time driven process. Unlike copyrights and trademarks, patent is a statutory
right granted by the patents office. Until you get a patent grant, you are not the
owner of the patent. A lot of terms like trademarks and patents are interchanged
and misused by entrepreneurs. There are different methods of application for
patents. If you are an employee, you will be identified as an inventor and the IP
will be with the company. If you are an entrepreneur, you can apply for a patent
in your name.

Arun Venkatasubramaniam, Senior Patent Consultant, FormulateIP
There are three important things required to obtain a patent grant; one the idea
must be new. Second, the idea must have some kind of application, i.e., solve
some issue; and the third is that the idea should not be obvious. And this is
the part that is the most difficult because nobody should be able to implement
your idea unless you explain it to them. If you are an entrepreneur, you have to
establish certain rules as to who owns the IP in your company. When you sign
MOUs with other firms or academic institutions, you have to look into IP there
also. There is a nondisclosure agreement which your clients must sign. You have
to submit an invention disclosure document when you approach a patent attorney.
You need to highlight all those points that you are actually interested in claiming a
patent for, which should be an exhaustive list. One can also apply for a provisional
patent where no claims are made, this helps when you want to approach funding
agencies to implement your idea. Once a provisional patent is filed, one year’s
time is given to apply for an actual patent

Shruti B M, Senior Patent Manager, FormulateIP
Once you file the provisional patent application, you can also apply for a Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT), which is signed by 148 countries. This has to be done
within a time limit of 30 months from the date of filing the provisional patent
application. The non-provisional patent application is published in the patent
office journal during which phase anybody can oppose it. During the examination
phase, a team will examine and publish an examination report. In India, they give
you one year’s time to sort out all the queries and respond and comply with the
statutory guidelines in the examination report. Once this is completed, they will
issue a patent certificate. Patents are usually valid for a period of 20 years from
the date of filing the application. If you don’t pay the maintenance fee after the
patent is granted, you will lose the right to the patent.
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Transforming Engineering Education through Product Research and
Incubations by IESA Talent CIG

Chair: Janakiraman, Founder and Chairman Nuvepro Technologies
We have become a consumer’s market without designing, manufacturing, or
having local development. One semiconductor engineer will create 10 embedded
system engineer jobs; one embedded system engineer will create 100 application
engineer jobs, which will in turn create 1000 service engineer jobs. As a country,
we are naturally aligned toward science and entrepreneurship, but the two major
challenges we face are funds and talent. Currently, funds are not that much of a
problem, but do we have the right skills for this fast and dynamic sector. Since the
ESDM sector is constantly evolving and the technology keeps changing, we have
to keep reskilling. This is a cyclical industry, so people are worried about their
jobs due to ups and downs in the market. We must figure out ways and means to
stabilize the industry, make people grow on a continuous basis, and stop the brain
drain. We will discuss talent, training, incubation and the India Chips program
during this discussion.

NK Mohapatra, CEO, ESSCI
There are opportunities, demands, and markets in the electronics arena, but
unfortunately we still have a huge import bill. Our government had thought of an
electronics policy way early, which was very ambitious. The objectives include
to achieve a turnover of $55 billion in 2020. If the government can have this kind
of a vision, it is up to us to achieve it. As a forum, IESA is uniquely positioned to
help us get there. Currently with a lot of focus on skill development, the net zero
import, the speed at which things are getting picked up in the MSIPs program
and funding being made available, there is a feeling that we might achieve the
target earlier than hoped for. We have a lot of investment coming in, but it is still
for low-end manufacturing. We are looking at industries providing more jobs for
B.Tech’s, M.Tech’s, and PhDs so that they can create IPRs. From the perspective of
capacity building, from the government end, I am very confident about NETRA and
very willing to support this initiative.

Ashok Shettar, Principal, BVB College of Engineering and Technology
Incubation is one of the important pillars of NETRA, which will support the
initiative. I urge everybody associated with this project to look beyond metros if
this initiative has to be really impactful to the Indian economy and social structure.
When you are looking for design development and product realization to happen
in Tier 2 cities, you must look at good academic institutions as the base of NETRA
incubation centres. Our college has 39 companies in the campus. It started very
accidentally in 2000, when Vivek from Sankalp wanted to move out of Bengaluru
to an academic campus. From 2000 to 2010, Sankalp Semiconductors worked in
our campus and grew to where it is today. With this, we were successfully able to
grow the VLSI vertical in our electronics department.
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Electronics Systems and Semiconductor (ESS) à Prime Enabler for
Digital-India/ Make-In-India
Chair: Sanjeev Sharma, Vice President - IP, Sales & Marketing, Terminus Circuits
ESDM is one of the prominent pillars for fabless companies to be able to tune
themselves to the Digital India and Make in India programs. Though India is a
very lucrative consumption market in electronics, the contribution by Indian
companies toward these products is minimum. To address the key challenges and
identify the key opportunities faced by a start-up in this space, a few fabless and
semiconductor start-ups have collaborated to form a core interest group in IESA.
The charter of this group is to enable these companies on a growth engine. This
group works in a very structured way in a specific focus area. This panel will
debate the key policies that we have in tune with Digital India, and how it helps
semiconductor start-ups. Another interesting challenge is when a start-up that
was begun with its own seed fund or is bootstrapped moves toward prototyping.
At this time, they require a lot of assistance. There needs to be a level playing field
available for the domestic players.

Ashok Mishra, MD, Si2chip
One of the things we should enable in the Indian ecosystem is a way for fabless
semiconductor companies to capitalize on the domestic market. The companies
must have an easy access to that market. If we can ease some of the norms
followed by DRDO, ISRO or other big private players with big volumes, i.e., a
start-up has to be 5 years old or the revenues have to be several billion dollars,
then Indian consumption can be sourced from Indian start-ups. We will be able
to engage Indian systems companies, which would boost the ecosystem in India.
There is a huge market for what the start-ups are doing at India, but we finish at
the specification level, and the rest is made elsewhere and then procured in India.
What we need for the ESDM industry is the same kind of synergy that happened
with software services. There is no dearth of funds, opportunities, market
or capabilities. If IESA can engage with the government at the right level and
influence some of these policies, it would be a great help to the entrepreneurs.

Vishwakumara Kayargadde, Founder and Chief Scientist, Saankhya Labs
Each one of the electronics products we use today uses multiple SoCs. As IESA
has pointed out for several years, the bill for these electronics components will
surpass the oil bill soon. Although it is a big opportunity, it is also a big challenge
because we don’t have the ecosystem. The aim is zero electronics imports by 2020,
so we need to implement the Make in India vision quickly to avert the crisis that is
zooming. A lot of policies have come up, but on the ground the speed is nil. Today,
we have a level playing field for all the players, but for any start-up to compete
with MNCs is not possible. All we can do is create a start-up, make a product and
get acquired, which is not going to make us import-free India. We have to create
a tilt and make an environment that favours start-ups. Primarily, that includes
policy and funds. The biggest import right now is ICs, so that is what we have to
make that in India, which means a lot of fabless semiconductor companies. IESA
is taking a lot of effort to make sure that this ecosystem becomes functional soon.
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Dr. Venu Kandadai, Co-Founder and CEO, Manjeera Digital Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Make in India cannot be just Made for India, but one should have global
perspective. For this to happen, you need to have an entire ecosystem, and the
government has set aside funding to have 2 fabs in the country. Start-ups in the
ESDM sector have an important role to play, but the implementation of policies
is problematic. For funding, we have been approaching various private investors
and the government with our idea, particularly because what we are doing is of
relevance to the strategic sector, like defence and space. They are huge importers
of components as well as semiconductor IPs. The government liked what we are
doing and even set up a fund but were not authorized to disburse it. So when a
policy is implemented, they should have the authority to take it all the way to the
last stage. Somebody in the government should have the ability to decide which
start-up should be funded and which product is worth funding. An expert panel
should be set up to list out modalities for disbursing the funds.
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Quotes and Feedback
Amit Jain: Very well organized, interesting panel sessions, good to see such participation!
Mike Re: Events like these bring together all the people in the same field, who can then network and take their business forward.
Mike Hennell: So far, so good. What I have seen and heard till now gives me hope that exciting things can happen.
Samir Patel: ÏESA has really grown in stature and reach, the level of discussion is brilliant! This event has increased my confidence
that IESA can be a significant contributor in the global context in the electronics market, especially as a key spokesperson.
Pamela Kumar: I feel IESA has made huge strides in bringing together all the stakeholders in the electronics and semiconductor field.
They have been able to drive the electronics policy, but it is sad to note that the focus on semiconductor fabs have died down. Countries
like China and Taiwan have made huge strides while India is not really on the same plane. We need start-ups as well as large enterprises
to succeed. Events like Vision Summit have succeeded in providing a platform to all the stakeholders in the ESDM space.
Manuel Rei: Events like this bring together government officials, CEOs, business owners, innovators, entrepreneurs, etc., under one
roof. I am very impressed with the level of involvement of different stakeholders including CEOs, VCs, start-ups, etc., which are all the
ingredients to set up the perfect ESDM ecosystem. Gives a good idea of India as a place of invest; for me it is very important to meet the
people, and I find Indians very business oriented.
Chiranjib Sur: This event is very, very exciting because it brings together all the players, who otherwise might not be interacting
together. Entrepreneurs’ being able to meet policy makers is a very unique opportunity.
Vishal Dhupar: IESA is adding tremendous value to the semiconductor industry; this industry is what adds hugely to the GDP, this
coming together of every layer of the semiconductor ecosystem is the need of the hour.
Dheemanth Nagraj: I am thrilled with the quality of debates and the interaction that I see here. The awards and Makeathon are
very good, events like these throw up lots of ideas.
Shinto Joseph: The level of participation I see is really gratifying. Lots of stakeholders in the ESDM space getting together under
one roof is a good idea.
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Indian ESDM ecosystem: Scaling up to meet a $400 billion demand
Vision Summit 2016 brought to the fore a few pertinent facts; scaling up indigenous production on a war footing alone will bring us closer
to the goal of net zero electronics import, and we need IP to create multi-billion dollar organizations in the ESDM sector. The speakers’
lounge at the Leela Palace provided us with a unique opportunity to catch up with the eminent speakers to get their views on ways and
means to convert the $400 billion dream into reality.
Make in India is happening!
The speakers were unanimous in their opinion that ‘Make in India’ was no longer a slogan, but a reality now. Dr. Mark Re, the global CTO
of Seagate Technology, noted that the ease of doing business in India was definitely getting better with government policies encouraging
foreign investment. Given India’s design talent, catching up to global technology standards wouldn’t be a difficult task. He felt that big
data analytics would point a way to the future for India which is where an initiative like Digital India becomes exciting. The Country Head
of India and Associate Director of South East Asia Customer Group from Visteon, Amit Jain, was of the opinion that India does have the
requisite skill set, but there is an urgent need for educational institutions to collaborate with the industry so as to do relevant projects.
Companies too must be open to the ideas of incubation centres in colleges.
Pamela Kumar, the VP of CCCI, was cautious in her optimism that the ‘Make in India’ story shouldn’t be a story of only the large
enterprises. The smaller players need a platform to succeed as well. Manuel Rei of Dassault Systems was very impressed with the startups at the Technovation awards and was confident that we have the skill to innovate. He said many leading global companies had an
Indian presence with designers and engineers. The mantra for ‘Make in India’ should be innovate, design, produce and support.
‘Intellectual Property’ is the way to go
Companies with their own IP and brand value earn more revenue and are highly successful compared to service companies that do
contract manufacturing opined Ganapathy Subramaniam of Walden International. Currently, investments also are flowing into product
companies with their own IP. According to Vivek Pawar of Sankalp Semiconductors, IP makes you the leader of the pack when it comes
to be chosen by a customer. A start-up or an entrepreneur can choose their IP based on the customer needs, it could be anything from
having the best people for a job or simply delivering on time. IP could also be higher performance, better logistics or a lower cost than
your closest competitor.
Tarun Mehta of Aether Energy felt that though it was prudent to stick to one focus area and develop your IP when you are starting out as
an entrepreneur, it was always a good idea to study the market demand and branch out accordingly. Since companies cannot survive in
silos, it made a lot of business sense to share IPs and technologies so that a company can be profitable, was the opinion of Johnson Tan
of Granite River Labs. Vishal Dhupar of Nvidia was confident that India had the design talent, we just needed to believe in ourselves and
concentrate on R and D and come up with unique solutions.
Governments are saying ‘Welcome’
The fact made very clear by the panel discussion with the policy makers was that state governments were aggressively wooing investors
and industries through favourable policies and supportive infrastructure. Similar views were reiterated by the esteemed speakers we
spoke with. Nicholas Braithwaite with the Riverwood Capital felt that this was an exciting time for India. The policies and incentives
announced by the government would certainly help the development of local hardware ecosystems. Chetan Maini of Mahindra Reva
said that the next decade would see the automotive industry rapidly moving toward being autonomous and connected. With these
developments, the government would face a crucial energy and regulatory challenge. Strong initiatives would be needed from the
government to provide a thrust for electric vehicles, both in terms of enabling infrastructure and technology.
The setting up of a National Skill Development Mission and the establishment of the Electronics Development Fund (EDF) was much
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appreciated. Dr. BVR Mohan Reddy, the CMD of Cyient, felt we still had a long way to go to meet the $400B demand. At present, the
labour available needs significant reskilling for absorption into industry. Given the demographics, our country needs social innovation and
technologies for democratization of products and services to make various essential facilities like healthcare and education available to
the last mile.
Kudos IESA!
Prabhir Das, the Jurisdictional Director of STPI, was appreciative of the role played by IESA in promotion the vision of India as a ESDM
hub for the world and collaborating with the government to help draft supportive polices. Manuel Rei was impressed with the level
of involvement of different stakeholders including CEOs, VCs, start-ups, policy makers, etc., and the highly interactive panel sessions.
The speakers were of the view that events like Vision Summit was the need of the hour, and all credit was due to IESA for successfully
bringing together the varied group of players that make up a successful ESDM ecosystem.
In summary, the thoughts that shone forth were that policies and funding were mostly in place. Ease of doing business was slowly but
definitely getting better, and it was time we looked beyond being a profitable market to becoming a competitive production and export
hub. The $400 billion opportunity exists right here in our own backyard. It was up to all of us, including entrepreneurs, private players,
public sector, investors, etc., to reach forth and grab it.
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